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Abstract 

This study aims to investigate the interdependence between stock prices of salmon firms listed at Oslo Stock Exchange 

and to evaluate how this correlation is affected by firm size and salmon commodity price. Technically, we apply the 

Johansen’s approach (Johansen, 1991) to test cointegration between stock prices and between individual stock prices and 

commodity price. The time path of the long-run relationship is further examined by recursive estimations. During the 

sample period, we fail to confirm a common stochastic trend between the stock prices of salmon firms. This is partly 

explained by the various responses of firm-level stock prices to the leading firm’ stock price, depending on firm size. This 

may also relate to the differences between salmon stock prices’ responses to commodity price.  

Keywords: stock price, commodity price, salmon, interdependence, cointegration 

1. Introduction 

Recent research typically focuses on the impact of commodity financialization on commodity prices and the impact of 

commodity prices on the stock market (Falkowski, 2011). The large increase in commodity price volatilities can attribute 

partially to commodities’ financialization process (Tang & Xiong, 2012). Over a long horizon, both stock and commodity 

prices are expected to move in a similar direction as both respond to future economic performances (Black et al., 2014). 

Therefore, the empirical issue is how the prices of commodities affect the firm-level stock prices. On the other hand, firm 

size may affect the response of firm-level stock price to commodity price changes. For example, price volatility influences 

less the large firms than the small firms within the same industry. Perez, Quiros, and Timmermann (2000) claimed that 

the asymmetries in the variation of small and large firms could be explained by the differences in stock prices’ responses 

to changes in the underlying economic conditions. The knowledge about how commodity prices affect stock prices of the 

different size firms would aid our understanding of the relationships between those stock prices. This also has a particular 

implication for portfolio diversification across firms. 

The impact of commodity price on stock market performances has been widely explored in the literature (Hammoudeh 

& Li, 2005; Bjørnland, 2009; Miller & Ratti, 2009; Du et al., 2011; Creti et al., 2014; Nordin et al., 2014; Zhang & Asche, 

2014). Most studies treated oil price as a proxy of commodity price and evaluated the impact of oil price on stock indices. 

For example, Zhang and Asche (2014) explored how oil price strengthens the interdependence between the Nordic stock 

markets. Sadorsky (2014) compared the dynamic correlations between emerging market stock prices and the prices of 

copper, oil, and wheat. However, the correlations between some small commodity prices and stock market indices are 

short of fundamentals.  

For a particular industry, firm-level stock prices are expected to move in a similar direction. This means stock prices 

respond to a single, common, industry-based factor, although those prices have a random walk with drift components 

(Kasa, 1992). Among the factors shaping the industry of interest and hence affecting firm-level stock prices, commodity 

price is obviously the best candidate that relates to the common trend. However, commodity price has, in recent years, 

steadily moved to a high level of fluctuations, which may lead to heterogeneity between firms’ responses to commodity 

price. Consequently, this probably causes several common stochastic trends between firm-level stock prices. Focusing on 

the US stock market, D’Antoni and Dean Detre (2014) provided the evidence that the returns between a broad agribusiness 

stock index and the S&P 500 index are moderately correlated on positive return days. This may limit the benefit to include 

the agribusiness stock index in portfolio. They further suggested that a number of sub-assets class within the index might 
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offer benefit to investors. When investors focus on firm-level stock prices, hedging and diversification strategies are based 

on the interdependence between the individual stock prices.  

This study aims to investigate the interdependence between firm-level stock prices and the impact of commodity market 

price on that relationship. The case study is salmon firms listed at Oslo Stock Exchange, i.e. Marine Harvest (“MHG”), 

Lerøy Seafood (“LSG”), SalMar (“SALM”), and Grieg Seafood (“GSF”).  Norway is the largest salmon producer in the 

world, which simulates the major firms to become publicly traded securities. Operations of those companies generally 

concentrate on salmon production, indicating the direct influence of salmon commodity price on firms’ cash flows and 

earnings. Following the finance literature where cointegration is frequently applied to assess the degree of 

interdependence between financial markets (Dimpfl, 2013), we are to apply Johansen’s (1991) cointegration techniques 

to test the interdependence between the four salmon firms’ stock prices. However, the statistical relationship between 

stock prices may change in response to the volatile fundamentals (Serletis & King, 1997; Black et al., 2014). The recursive 

estimation approach (Hansen & Johansen, 1999; Juselius, 2006) is further employed to examine the evolvement of the 

interdependence between stock prices. The impact of salmon commodity price on stock prices is further examined by 

using a bivariate model. As salmon firm sizes vary (Asche et al., 2013), the interdependence between salmon firm stock 

prices and the role of salmon commodity price in the evolvement of the relationship is probably subject to firm sizes. 

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. The next section briefly discusses the Norwegian salmon industry 

and salmon stock and market prices. The econometric methods are multivariate and bivariate unrestricted / restricted 

vector error correction (VEC) models and recursive estimations. After outlining the econometric approach, the empirical 

results of the analysis are presented. The conclusive remarks are given in the final section. 

2. Background 

During the past decades, salmon is among the most successful aquaculture species in terms of production growth. The 

global salmon production has increased from 12,000 tonnes in 1980 to over 2.4 million tonnes in 2011 (Asche et al., 

2013). Among the producers, Norway holds a leading position in this industry. In 2013, Norway supplied 1.14 million 

tonnes salmon, which accounted for about 62% of the global production. Following the trend in the global salmon industry, 

a strong consolidation process has been taking place in Norway, resulting in a high concentration of the industry. In 

Norway, the top ten salmon companies made up about 71% of the total production based on provisional values in 2013. 

However, size differences between those salmon firms are obviously substantial. For example, the combined share of the 

top three companies (Marine Harvest, Lerøy Seafood, and SalMar) was much higher than the combined share of the 

remaining seven companies (60% versus 11%). Another characteristic of the Norwegian salmon industry is the process 

of internationalization as evidenced by the increasing production in Chile, the UK, and the North America. The degree of 

internationalization is parallel to firm size. For example, Marine Harvest represents the greatest share of the global salmon 

production with one-third production in other countries rather than Norway.  

The growing salmon production accompanied with the boosting demand has simulated investment in the salmon industry 

and the relevant publicly traded securities. In 1997, PanFish became a listed company at Oslo Stock Exchange. PanFish 

acquired Marine Harvest in 2006, and changed the company name to Marine Harvest in 2007. Thus, 2007 was the first 

full year for the merged company. In 2014, Marine Harvest was further traded at New York Stock Exchange. Following 

the footsteps of Marine Harvest, a number of other salmon producers became publicly traded companies. Lerøy Seafood 

and SalMar listed at Oslo Stock Exchange in June 2002 and July 2007, respectively. This trend is also echoed by the small 

producers. For example, Grieg Seafood made its initial public offering on June 2007. Recently, Norway Royal Salmon 

became a publicly traded company in March 2011. However, in contrast to the above trend, Cermaq, a big salmon producer, 

delisted its shares from Oslo Stock Exchange in November 2014 after the company was acquired by Mitsubishi 

Corporation. 

In this study, we will examine the interdependence between the stock prices of Marine Harvest (“MHG”), Lerøy Seafood 

(“LSG”), SalMar (“SALM”), and Grieg Seafood (“GSF”). While Cermaq is deleted from the sample due to its 

privatization, the exclusion of Norway Royal Salmon is related to its short sample period. The sample companies are 

composed of the top three producers (MHG, LSG, and SALM) and one small producer (GSF) and well represent the 

whole Norwegian salmon industry. The comparison between the responses of the large and the small firms to salmon 

commodity price can reveal the impact of company size on market interactions. The sample period starts from 2007 in 

which LSG and GSF became publicly traded securities and MHG got a significant increase in operating revenue due to 

the acquisition in 2006. The sample period ends in March 2013 in order to get consistent data, since it is the date on which 

the salmon commodity price was substantially modified, see more below. 

The salmon commodity price used in this paper is the weekly price paid by exporters to Norwegian salmon famers for 

fresh and gutted salmon of superior quality. The transactions are above at least 40 tonnes and are made between exporters 

and salmon farmers outside the exporters’ own group. This price series is provided by NOS Clearing ASA and has been 

widely used in the literature as a proxy of salmon commodity price (Asche & Guttormsen, 2001; Oglend & Sikveland, 
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2008; Asheim et al., 2011; Oglend, 2013). Since March 2013, NOS Clearing ASA replaced salmon farm-level price with 

an averaged export price. Accordingly, to keep data consistent, the sample period is ended in March 2013. In addition, 

the interrelations between stock prices of the biggest salmon company, Marine Harvest, and other companies may change 

after 2013, as Marine Harvest has been traded at New York Stock Exchange since 2014 and would then bear the systematic 

risks in two stock markets.  

Before merging the data, stock prices are adjusted for historical corporate actions such as stock split, reverse stock split, 

dividends, distributions, and right offerings. The daily stock prices are aggregated to weekly frequency by taking means 

of the daily prices within a particular week. Afterwards, the weekly stock prices are combined with the weekly salmon 

commodity price (hereafter “NOS”). Our data cover week 25 in 2007 to week 13 in 2013, totally 302 observations.  

Summary statistics for the four salmon stock prices and NOS are reported in Table 1. Comparisons between mean and 

standard deviation for each price can roughly reflect the movements of those price levels. Among the stock prices, MHG 

and GSF are relatively more stable than the other two prices, which are also more volatile than salmon commodity price. 

After normalizing the time series with respect to the mean of the first four weeks, we further plot the five price series in 

figure 1. During the sample period, the four stock prices seem to move along with each other very well in spite of a high 

level of fluctuations individually. Figure 1 is also quite evident of the co-movements between the four stock prices and 

salmon commodity price for some sub-periods. 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of Price Variables 

Variable Mean Maximum Minimum 
Standard 

Deviation 

PMHG (Marine Harvest) 41.94 72.14 10.08 14.98 

PLSG (Lerøy Seafood) 112.27 193.25 41.23 33.56 

PSALM (SalMar) 42.27 67.50 22.20 10.58 

PGSF (Grieg Seafood) 12.34 24.00 3.06 5.37 

PNOS (Salmon commodity price) 29.85 33.60 18.17 6.31 

 

Figure 1. Weekly Salmon Stock Price and Salmon Price: 2007-2013 (week 25~28 of 2007 = 100). 
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3. Methodology 

In this study, Johansen’s (1991) econometric techniques are applied to test the interdependence between the four salmon 

stock prices. The Johansen approach has been widely applied in the finance literature to explore the independence between 

international stock markets (Kasa, 1992; Dağli et al., 2012; Zhang & Asche, 2014) and between stock prices and 

commodity prices (Hammoudeh & Li, 2005; Miller & Ratti, 2009; Dengjun, 2015). 

The Johansen’s procedure is based on an unrestricted vector error correction (VEC) model represented by: 

       (1) 

 

where ln P is a 4×1 vector of four stock prices in logarithm form, Δ is the first-order difference operation, g represents 

the number of lags for the first-order differenced variables, and et is a vector of i.i.d. error terms with zero mean. The 

matrices Γi (4 × 4) and Π (4 × 4) are the short-run parameters and the long-run “level solution” to the price vector, 

respectively. Noting the stationarity of all first-order differenced variables, the rank of Π  determines how 

many linear combinations of ln Pt -1 are stationary. If the rank of Π does not equal to zero, we can factorize Π, Π = αβ’, 

where the matrix α (4 × r) and β (4 × r) contain the adjustment parameters and the long run parameters, respectively. If 

the rank of Π equals 3 (equivalently, 1 common stochastic trend), the stochastic trends of the four stock prices are shared 

in the vector process. 

The standard cointegration analysis fails to take account of the evolvement of stochastic trends among the multivariate 

model (Serletis & King, 1997). When estimating (1), the underlying assumption is that the space of the cointegrating 

relationships is stable during the sample period. As the degree of market interdependence deepens, the number of 

cointegrations should increase to reflect the changes in the market (Rangvid, 2001). On the other hand, the dynamic 

features of the economic foundations underlying the firm-level stock prices may cause changes in the cointegration space 

over time (Black et al., 2014). Accordingly, the recursive estimation methodology is applied to test evolution of the 

cointegration space in the multivariate system. This methodology is introduced by Hansen and Johansen (1999) and is 

recently applied by Büyükşahin et al. (2007) and Zhang and Asche (2014) to test the time path of cointegrating space in 

the international stock markets. The recursive cointegration method is performed in two steps. First, the short run 

parameters of the unrestrictive VEC model are estimated using the whole sample. In the second stage, after keeping the 

short run parameters constant to the full sample value, the long run parameters are re-estimated using progressively more 

data. 

For a sample with T observations, the baseline period is set to be 1:(T1-1), and the recursions are defined by adding more 

observations. Thus, the recursions are performed for the sub–samples 1:t, where t = T1, T1 +1, …, T. For each recursion, 

the statistic value of the cointegration test is kept and then constitutes a set of time series. Considering the finite–sample 

bias of Johansen’s tests (Cheung & Lai, 1993), a finite–sample correction is applied to adjust the test statistics, which is 

further normalized by the critical values. The comparison between the test statistics and unity reflects the degree of the 

interdependence between the four stock prices.  

As discussed early, the relationship between the four stock prices is probably related to their responses to changes in 

salmon commodity price. Accordingly, a bivariate Johansen test is employed to test the cointegration between individual 

stock prices and salmon commodity price. The equation (1) is then modified to take ln P as a 2×1 vector. Since the 

existence of three cointegrating vectors for the 4–dimensional system implies the cointegrating pairwise variables, the 

Johansen test is further applied to evaluate the pairwise long–run relationships in the system of the four stock prices. This 

can also provide evidence of relationship between firm size and stock price’s response to market changes. 

Turing to the long–run parameter, we are to evaluate the long–run equilibrium between the multivariate or bivariate model. 

Accordingly, we need to factorize Π, Π = αβ’. However, the decomposition of Π = αβ’ is not unique. For example, we 

can define α* = αγ and β* = β(γ’)–1, where γ is an arbitrary r × r nonsingular matrix. Here, α*β*’ gives the same Π matrix. 

For a multivariate model, the theoretical restrictions can be imposed on the cointegration to obtain a unique solution for 

the long run parameters (Zhang et al., 2014; Dengjun, 2015; Zhang, 2015). In our case of a 4–dimensional system, the 

existence of three cointegrating expressions can facilitate to normalize each cointegration in terms of one base, for 

example, MHG. For a bivariate model with one cointegration, one of the prices can be used to normalize the vector. 

Taking the bivariate model between GSF and NOS as an example, the restrictive VEC model is in the form (first–

difference variables lagged more than one period are suppressed): 

            (2)  

D lnPt = P lnPt-1 + GiD lnPt-i + i=1
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where restriction is set on either β1 or β2. As the variables are in logs, the estimated long–run normalized coefficients are 

interpreted as elasticities. 

4. Discussion and Analysis 

4.1 Integration Analysis of Individual Series 

For the cointegration analysis, the first step in the empirical analysis is to investigate the order of integration of the 

individual price series. We perform the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test and KPSS test (Kwiatkowski et al., 1992) 

for the (non)stationarity of the logarithmic prices. The ADF test has a null that the variable has a unit root. By contrast, 

the KPSS approach has the null hypothesis of stationary series. Thus, those two methods are intended to complement 

each other and can provide robust results about the presence of unit roots. 

The test outcomes are reported in Table 2, which reflects that, at the 5% level of confidence, the null hypothesis of unit 

root cannot be rejected for each price series by the ADF tests but the null hypothesis of stationary series is consistently 

rejected by the KPSS tests. This indicates that each log–transformed price contains a unite root, i.e. first–difference 

stationary. This is further confirmed by the test on the differenced series. Table 2 clearly shows that, for each first 

differenced price series, the ADF tests reject the null hypothesis and the KPSS tests fail to reject the null hypothesis, 

indicating the raw series are first–difference stationary.  

Table 2. Unit Root Tests  

Variable 
ADF  KPSS 

Level Difference  Level Difference 

ln PMHG –2.73 –5.25**  0.28** 0.089 

ln PLSG –1.85 –6.08**  0.33** 0.11 

ln PSALM –1.41 –13.40**  0.48** 0.12 

ln PGSF –2.34 –6.76**  0.29** 0.097 

ln PNOS –2.22 –16.93**  0.65** 0.055 

Critical Value (5%)
 

–2.87 –2.87  0.146 0.146 

Note: (i) the order of lagged difference terms with a maximum order of 6; (ii) ** indicates significance at the 5% level.  

Properties of the data generating processes dictate that the Johansen procedure is the appropriate method to test the 

cointegrations between the four stock price series and between individual stock prices and salmon commodity price. 

4.2 Cointegration Analysis for Stock Prices 

By using equation (1), we execute the Johansen test for the 4–dimensional multivariate model. The lag order for the 

differenced variables is chosen on the basis of the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The test results are reported in 

Table 3. Both the tract test and the maximum eigenvalue test are applied by assuming a deterministic trend in the 

cointegrating relationship (results are robust to excluding the trend variable). 

Table 3. Johansen Test Statistics for the Multivariate System of Stock Prices 

Trace Test  Maximum Eigenvalue Test 

Ho: Ha: Trace Statistic  Ho: 
 Ha: Max–Eigen Statistic 

r = 0 r = 1 88.59**  r = 0  r ≥ 1 39.66** 

r = 1 r = 2 48.92**  r ≤ 1  r ≥ 2 31.25** 

r = 2 r = 3 17.67  r ≤ 2  r ≥ 3 13.90 

r = 3 r = 4 3.76  r ≤ 3  r ≥ 4 3.76 

Note:  ** indicates significance at the 5% level.  

As shown in Table 3, the trace test results indicate two cointegrating vectors among the four firm–level stock prices at the 

5% level of significance. For the maximum eigenvalue test, the null hypothesis of no more than one cointegration is 

rejected in favor of more than two cointegrations. However, the null hypothesis of no more than two cannot be rejected. 

Thus, the maximum eigenvalue test results also confirm the existence of two cointegrations among the four prices. Hence, 

the four stock prices are linked together by two cointegrating vectors, implying the existence of two shared stochastic 

trends in the four–dimensional system. The lower correlation among the stock prices can be used to justify the 

diversification of portfolios.  
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Before proceeding to the next step, we recursively estimate the unrestrictive VEC model to explore the evolvement of the 

interdependence between the four price series. We choose the base period from week 25 of 2007 to week 21 of 2008. The 

ending date is the week when the stock index locally peaks and hence approximates the starting point of the 2008 financial 

crisis in this market. Thus, the base period represents a relatively stable market. The recursions are defined for the 

subsamples 2007:week 25–2008:week 22, 2007:week 25–2008:week 23, … , 2007:week 25–2013:week 13 (the whole 

sample).  

 

Figure 2. Normalized Trace Test Statistic Values (5% significant level) from the Recursive Estimations. 

Considering the more power of the trace test compared to the maximum eigenvalue test (Serletis & King, 1997), we report 

the recursive test results in terms of the trace test in Figure 2. In the figure, the three lines represent the trace test statistics 

in terms of one, two, and three cointegrations, respectively. Since the test statistic values are normalized, the values above 

unity (the horizontal line) indicates the rejection of the null hypothesis. For each line, there are large changes in the test 

results through the sample period. In the early period, there are three cointegrations, indicating one stochastic trend among 

the price vector. Later, the three lines become more volatile and the line related to the test of three cointegrations is even 

below the horizontal unity line, indicating the rejection of one common stochastic trend. This may attribute to the 2008 

financial crisis and/or the huge reduction in salmon commodity price. As of later 2009, each of the three statistic values 

presents an upward trend. The results even support the existence of three cointegrations at the 5% level of confidence 

before the downturn of the trend. The upward trend is interrupted in the end of 2011 but is recovered very soon. This 

coincides with the pattern of salmon commodity price. As show in Figure 1, salmon commodity price experienced a large 

reduction in 2011, which may affect the salmon stock prices, depending on firm sizes.  

In sum, the recursive test results provide evidence for two cointegrations through the sample period but not three 

cointegrations with the exception of several time points. 

4.3 The Impact of MHG on Other Stock Prices 

It is difficult to set restrictions on the multivariate VEC model to obtain pairwise relationships unless there is a common 

stochastic trend shared by the price series (see Asche et al., 1999; Zhang & Asche, 2014). Therefore, we turn to the 

bivariate VEC model to examine the pairwise relationships between the salmon stock prices. Given the importance of 

Marine Harvest in this industry, we are more interested to examine the correlation between MHG and each of the other 

three price series. First, we test the cointegration between pairwise price series and report the results in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Bivariate Johansen Test Statistics (salmon stock prices versus MHG) 

Trace Test  Maximum Eigenvalue Test 

Ho: Ha: 
Trace 

Statistic 
 Ho: 

 
Ha: 

 Max–Eigen 

Statistic 

ln PLSG vs. ln PMHG       

r = 0 r = 1 32.31**  r = 0  r ≥ 1 25.83**  

r = 1 r = 2 6.47  r ≤ 1  r ≥ 2 6.47 

ln PSALM vs. ln PMHG       

r = 0 r = 1 20.91  r = 0  r ≥ 1 16.79  

r = 1 r = 2 4.12  r ≤ 1  r ≥ 2 4.12 

ln PGSF vs. ln PMHG       

r = 0 r = 1 25.87**  r = 0  r ≥ 1 239.49** 

r = 1 r = 2 5.94  r ≤ 1  r ≥ 2 5.94 

Note:  ** indicates significance at the 5% level.  

The test results for the three pairwise price series are consistent between the trace test and the maximum eigenvalue test. 

The long–run relationship between LSG and MHG and between GSF and MHG are clearly verified by the two test results. 

However, the hypothesis of one cointegration between SALM and MHG is rejected. The test results are consistent with 

those from the multivariate model. Only in the situation in which there is a common stochastic trend in the multivariate 

system, all the prices are pairwise cointegrated (Stock & Waston, 1988). 

After imposing one normalization restriction on the cointegration vector (β in equation (2)), we can identify the bivariate 

system and qualify how MHG (the normalized variable) affects the other salmon stock prices. For the two cointegrating 

bivariate system, the restrictive VEC model is estimated and the results are reported in Table 5. The estimates of the long–

run coefficients are substantially significant. Noting that the coefficient of MHG is normalized to one, the negative 

coefficients denote a positive long–run relationship. Our estimate results indicate that, in the long run, for a 1% increase 

in MHG price, the LSG and GSF prices would increase by 0.82% and 1.18%, respectively. The less sensitivity of LSG to 

changes in MHG can attribute to its bigger size compared with GSF. The positive and significant coefficient of the trend 

variable in GSF –MHG system implies the declined impact of MHG on GSF, which may relate to a fast growing 

production of GSF during the sample period. 

Table 5. Long–run Impact of MHG Price on other Salmon Stock Prices 

Variable Coef. Variable Coef.  

ln PLSG 1   ln PGSF 
 

1 

ln PMHG
 

–0.82***   ln PMHG –1.18*** 

 (0.061)    (0.033) 

Trend –0.00045   Trend
 

0.0023** 

 (0.00030)    (0.00016) 

Constant –1.54   Constant
 

1.31 

Note:  ** and *** indicate significance at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively.  

4.4 The Impact of Salmon Commodity Price on Salmon Stock Prices 

Looking at the Figures 1 and 2, we might conclude that salmon commodity price can in part contribute to the evolvement 

of the interdependence between the four stock prices. For example, the salmon commodity price plunged to the lowest 

level at the end of 2011, which may be the driving force behind the downturn of the test statistic values. This is tested by 

undertaking the Johansen’s approach for the pairwise price series of salmon commodity price and each of the salmon 

stock prices. The results are reported in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Bivariate Johansen Test Statistics (Salmon Stock Prices Versus Salmon Commodity Price) 

Trace Test  Maximum Eigenvalue Test 

Ho: Ha: 
Trace 

Statistic 
 Ho: 

 
Ha: 

 Max–Eigen 

Statistic 

ln PMHG vs. ln PNOS       

r = 0 r = 1 14.41  r = 0  r ≥ 1 9.32  

r = 1 r = 2  5.09  r ≤ 1  r ≥ 2 5.09 

ln PLSG vs. ln PNOS       

r = 0 r = 1 13.86  r = 0  r ≥ 1 7.26  

r = 1 r = 2  6.59  r ≤ 1  r ≥ 2 6.59 

ln PSALM vs. ln PNOS       

r = 0 r = 1 293.37**  r = 0  r ≥ 1 288.26**  

r = 1 r = 2  5.10  r ≤ 1  r ≥ 2 5.10 

ln PGSF vs. ln PNOS       

r = 0 r = 1 42.25**  r = 0  r ≥ 1 36.97** 

r = 1 r = 2  5.28  r ≤ 1  r ≥ 2 5.28 

Note: ** indicate significance at the 5% level.  

For the four pairwise relationships, the existence of one cointegration vector is confirmed in SALM – NOS and GSF – 

NOS by both trace test and maximum eigenvalue test. The lack of cointegration between MHG and NOS and between 

LSG and NOS indicates that salmon commodity price does not affect the financial market performances of LSG and 

MHG, at least in the long run. Thus, we confirm the hypothesis of a strong and direct relationship between commodity 

price and stock prices of the small firms but not the large firms. Another reason to explain the empirical findings is related 

to the level of internationalization of those firms. In terms of plant locations, MHG and LSG are more internationalized 

than SALM and GSF, which may lead to the lack of correlation between their share prices and salmon commodity price. 

Heterogeneity between those stock prices’ responses to changes in the commodity price may reduce the number of 

cointegrating relationships in the multivariate system.   

After normalizing the cointegration vector with respect to NOS, we estimate the long–run parameters for the two bivariate 

models (Table 7). The results show that GSF is more sensitive to a percentage changes in salmon commodity price than 

SALM (1.46% versus 0.95%). Since SALM’s production is about three times GSF’s production, we confirm that the small 

company is more sensitive to salmon commodity price changes. This further relates to the theoretical hypothesis that the 

incentive to undertake research for equity misprizing is greater for the large firms than for the small firms, given the 

search costs are the same across firms of different sizes (Maish & Maish, 2004). Only GSF is responsive to both the 

market leading company (MHG) and salmon commodity price. Like the GSF–MHG system, the relationship between 

GSF and salmon commodity price becomes weak regarding the positive and significant coefficient of the trend variable. 

This conclusion also can apply to relationship between SALM and salmon commodity price. 

Table 7. Long–Run Impact of Salmon Commodity Price on Salmon Stock Price 

Variable Coef.   Variable Coef.  

ln PSALM 1   ln PGSF
 

1  

       

ln PNOS –0.95***   ln PNOS
 

–1.46***  

 (0.065)    (0.39)  

Trend 0.00040***   Trend
 

0.0028**  

 (0.00015)    (0.00089)  

Constant –0.58   Constant
 

1.79  

Note:  ** and *** indicate significance at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively. 

Finally, it is very interesting and worth to explore how stock price and commodity price respond to the deviation in the 
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long–run relationship. Thus, we turn to weak exogeneity test. In the α vector of equation (2), an insignificant adjustment 

coefficient implies the relevant variable is “weakly” exogenous, and would not react to long–run disequilibrium in the 

price linkage. The test results (available upon request) show that we fail to reject the hypothesis of weak exogeneity for 

stock prices in the two bivariate models. However, this hypothesis is rejected for salmon commodity price. These results 

are not too surprising, considering that commodity price is more determined by short–term demand and supply shocks. 

5. Conclusion 

This study examined the evolvement of the interdependence between four salmon stock prices at Oslo Stock Exchange, 

i.e. Marine Harvest (“MHG”), Lerøy Seafood (“LSG”), SalMar (“SALM”), and Grieg Seafood (“GSF”). The sample 

period is from 2007 to 2013. This is a period concerning the 2008 financial crisis and severe falls in salmon commodity 

price in 2008 and 2011. Changes in commodity price have a direct impact on the firms’ current and expected cash flows, 

which are assumed to be the main driving forces underling the publicly traded firms’ performances (Vuolteenaho, 2002). 

However, the large firms may own a stronger ability to manage commodity price volatility than those small firms, 

implying the different responses of stock prices to commodity price changes.  

We first applied the Johansen’s (1991) cointegration techniques to evaluate the interdependence between the four firm–

level stock prices. The empirical results present evidence of two cointegrations in the 4–dimensional multivariate system 

during the whole sample period. This means there are two stochastic common trends combining the four integrated stock 

prices together, implying the potential benefits from portfolio diversification across those firms. The weak 

interdependence between the four stock prices is probably related to the cointegrating space of the pairwise variables. 

Results from the bivariate Johansen model indicate the long–run relationship between MHG and LSG and between MHG 

and GSF but not between SALM and MHG. The normalized cointegrations further show a stronger impact of MHG on 

the small firm (GSF) than on the large firm (LSG). 

The time path of the relationship between the firm–level stock prices is evaluated, by recursively estimating the Johansen 

model. The recursive estimations start from the middle of 2008 and provide the evidence of three cointegrations (i.e. one 

stochastic trend) in the several time points during the early period. Later, the test statistic values become more volatile 

and the existence of three cointegrations can be firmly rejected, which may relate to the 2008 financial crisis and the 

dramatic falls in commodity price. After that short dynamic period, the test values for null hypothesis of two 

cointegrations (alternative hypothesis of three cointegrations) have a steady upward trend with the peak at the end of 2011. 

The downturn point in the test statistic values follows the falls in salmon commodity price. Accordingly, the impact of 

salmon commodity price on salmon stock prices is further tested. While both SALM and GSF are cointegrated with 

salmon commodity price, respectively, MHG and LSG do not respond to salmon price. Relating the empirical findings to 

firm sizes, we can claim that a strong and direct long–run relationship exhibits between small firms and commodity price 

but not between large firms and commodity price. For the cointegrations regarding the small firms, the relatively smaller 

firm (GSF) is more sensitive to changes in commodity price.  

The existence of two common stochastic trends between the salmon firms’ stock prices implies that investors with a long 

holding period probably benefit from portfolio diversification across those firms. The market price of salmon can be used 

to predict the market performance of small salmon firms but not to predict that of large firms, which are probably exposed 

more to the systemic risk, an empirical matter requiring further studies.  
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